PhD Manager

PhD Manager is part of the Haplo suite of research
management applications.
Haplo specialises in powerful, customisable software
that supports academic institutions, helping them
to control and manage large volumes of research
information easily and intuitively.
Taken from the Greek word “haplóos”, meaning
“single” or “simple”, Haplo isn’t merely our company
name – it encapsulates our philosophy of
managing all critical information in a single system
that’s simple for everyone to use.

Welcome
PhD Manager is the technology you need to transform your
doctoral research programme.
With all key information and related files and notes in one
place, you’ll create a rich, comprehensive profile of every
doctoral researcher in your institution.
Online forms and instant reporting dramatically cut
administrative overheads, enabling you to spend more of your
time supporting doctoral researchers.

•
•
•
•
••
••
•

✓ All information in one place


✓ E asy-to-use online forms


✓ Greater transparency
✓ Comprehensive reporting


✓ Calculation of key deadlines
✓ Integrates easily with other systems


Your PhD Manager will be tailored to your institution’s
structure, regulations, processes, and terminology. With the
help of our experienced team, together we’ll create the
perfect solution for your institution.

✓ Supports single sign-on


✓ Ongoing expert support


✓ ISO27001 certified service
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All information in one place

•

1 	 PhD Manager integrates with

1

3
2

	your Student Record System with
key information feeding in and
out of PhD Manager seamlessly.
Additional information can be
added within PhD Manager to
create a rich and comprehensive
record.

•

2 	All information about a doctoral

•

researcher is brought together
in one place. All files, notes,
supervision meeting records,
and key stage applications are
accessible via the project record.

3 	 All users are prompted to
complete outstanding tasks
via their Haplo task list and are
notified and reminded via email.
Tasks can be delegated if
members of staff are absent.

Instant overview

•
•

1 	 Dashboards provide real-time,

3
2
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automatically updated
information about all your
doctoral researchers.

2 	 Dashboards can be filtered
	and sorted. Faculty postgraduate
coordinators and administrators
will only see information about
their own faculty or department.

•
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3 	 Export dashboard information
as an Excel spreadsheet.

Supervision meetings

•

1 	 PhD Manager keeps a record of

each supervision meeting. Either
	the doctoral researcher or
supervisor can start the record,
noting who was present, the
format, and date of the meeting.

•

2 	The doctoral researcher and

1

supervisor add discussion notes
and agreed action points.
The doctoral researcher and full
supervisory team are alerted
whenever a new supervision
meeting record is saved, and can
easily refer back to previous
supervision meeting notes.

2

Supervision dashboards

•

1 	Using PhD Manager’s

•

dashboards, administrators
and faculty postgraduate
coordinators can monitor the
frequency of supervisory
meetings.

2 	 Supervision meeting dashboards

	Dashboards display the
supervision experience and
capacity of every supervisor,
making it easier to construct
new supervisory teams.

1
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highlight meetings where
concerns were raised.

2

Milestones
The deadline for thesis submission and all key milestones are
automatically calculated for each doctoral researcher and
displayed on their record within PhD Manager.
Date calculations reflect an institution’s rules, including variations
for different programmes and modes.
Deadlines and dates are automatically recalculated upon approval
of suspensions and changes of mode.
Reminders are automatically sent to doctoral researchers and
their supervisors prior to key deadlines.

“PhD Manager has significantly reduced the time we spend on administrative tasks.”

Progress monitoring

Progress reviews are streamlined
and efficient.
Doctoral researchers are prompted
to submit reviews using intuitive
online forms. Progress review forms
can be customised to suit different
programmes and faculties.
Supervisors and assessors are
prompted to review applications and
provide feedback to the doctoral
researcher online.
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Progress reviews can be considered
by committee supported by
PhD Manager’s suite of committee
management tools, including
meeting scheduling, automatic
agendas, and online discussions.
Real-time visibility and automatic
notifications ensure that outstanding
tasks don’t get missed.

Examinations overview
PhD Manager supports the whole examination
process - from intention to submit, to deposit of the
final thesis in the institutional repository.
Candidates benefit from greater visibility of the
examination process and an instant view of the current
status of their examination.
The examination process is tailored to the institution’s
polices and procedures, transforming burdensome
administrative tasks and condensing them into a
streamlined, user-friendly online process.

Pre and post-oral examination reports can be
submitted online. Access to view reports is restricted
until the candidate is notified of the outcome. Revisions
and resubmissions are handled and tracked easily.
Conferment and final thesis deposition are efficiently
managed, including integration with the institutional
repository.
Real-time dashboards and automatic prompts to users
when they are required to take action keeps complex
examination processes streamlined and on track.

Supervisors are reminded to nominate examiners.
Candidates submit their thesis online, which examiners
are invited to access via the secure online system.

“The relaying of outcomes to candidates and supervisors is automated. Administrators no

longer need to draft notifications manually, saving significant time as the system notifies
all relevant stakeholders simultaneously.”

Examinations

•
•
•
•
•
•

✓ Nominate examiners and organise
examinations
efficiently.


 andidates submit their
✓ C
electronic
thesis online.


✓ The thesis is circulated to
examiners online.

✓ E xaminer recommendations,

feedback
and confirmation of

outcomes are submitted online.

✓ Revisions and resubmissions are
tracked and streamlined.
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✓ The final thesis is seamlessly

deposited into the institutional
repository.

Changes to registration

Doctoral researchers can submit
online requests to change their
registration status such as to
suspend, extend, and change mode.
Online forms can be customised to
provide different templates for
different types of user - capturing
variations in departments, modes,
and pathways.
After forwarding the application
to the appropriate reviewer and
approver, the system notifies
applicant and supervisors of the
outcome.
Key project dates and milestones are
automatically recalculated.

Event management
PhD Manager provides a range of tools for effective event management.

••
••
•

✓ Publish event calendars


Training facilitators can organise and publicise training and development
events. Doctoral researchers receive email invitations and can book their
place online.
Registers of attendance can be printed and administrators can confirm the
attendance of each doctoral researcher who signed up to attend.
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Waiting lists are managed within the system, and certificates of attendance
can be generated automatically.

✓ Online booking
✓ Wait lists for oversubscribed events
✓ Printable registers
✓ Attendance recording

“The fact that PhD Manager automatically logs student attendance at organised
training events saves a considerable administrative burden”

Training needs analysis

•

1 	 PhD Manager’s training needs

•
•
•
•

analysis tool prompts doctoral
researchers to reflect on their
current and desired level of
expertise against a series of
key skills.

2 	Doctoral researchers can

1

2

3

4

update their training needs
analysis at any time and share it
with supervisors.

3 	Relevant upcoming training
events are listed against
each skill.

4 	Institutions can upload and
edit their preferred training
needs vocabulary.

5 	Doctoral researchers use their

5

training needs analysis to
prepare a training plan whichcan
be submitted to their supervisor
for comment or approval.

Training log

•

1 	PhD Manager automatically

2 	Doctoral researchers can add

3
4
2
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1

•
•
•

compiles a training log for each
doctoral researcher.
Attendance at university training
and development events is
logged automatically.

details of external events
attended and record reflective
notes about each event.

3 	Training records can be

downloaded showing activities
undertaken during the current
year or for all years.

4 	Certificates of attendance are

automatically generated and can
be downloaded by the doctoral
researcher.

Real-time dashboards

PhD Manager provides extensive
reporting on every aspect of a
Doctoral Research programme.
All reports can be filtered according
to a variety of relevant criteria such
as: faculty, department, start / end
date, status, name, academic year.
Fine-grained permissions can be set
to control access to reporting.
Permissions can be confined to a
subset of data – for example viewing
can be restricted to doctoral
researchers in a specific department.

Benefits of implementing PhD Manager
PhD Manager enables more streamlined and time-efficient processes, greater visibility and availability of up-to-date information.

Key benefits for administrators and
postgraduate coordinators:

Key benefits for doctoral researchers
and supervisors

• Time-saving and efficiency, enabling more
time to be spent on value added support
and programme improvements.

• Clearer processes and regulations.

• Easier reporting with information directly
accessible to coordinators.

• Applications are processed and approved
quicker.

• Easier, more detailed record-keeping, which
provides critical information when dealing
with complaints and appeals.

• Easy access to records from any location
meaning applications can be progressed
while supervisors are not on site.

• Easier form-filling and less time on
paperwork.

“It has massively reduced the time spent on purely administrative tasks.”
“Preparing for a committee takes as little as one hour, where before it often took half a day.”
“It has dramatically cut email traffic caused by applications and processual queries, lightening the burden
on administrators and committee members.”
“Administrators can see exactly where an application is without having to chase people.”
“Applications no longer get “lost”, and accountability is clearly visible at each stage.”

Improving support for postgraduate research at the
University of Westminster
The challenge

Streamlined processes

Supporting several hundred doctoral researchers across five
campuses, the University of Westminster Graduate School
was keen to improve the research experience and cut the
programme’s administrative overhead.

PhD Manager’s forms and workflows are all generated online,
meaning doctoral researchers and supervisors no longer have
to navigate a complex network of word forms and processes.

A confusing patchwork of spreadsheets had led to
inefficiencies and unreliable information. Paper and emailbased applications only worsened the situation, preventing
processes from being as transparent as they should be.

Doctoral researchers and their supervisors use PhD Manager
for recording logs of supervision meetings throughout the
year. The graduate school benefits from integrated functionality
to publicise and administer their extensive training and
development programme.

The solution

More transparency

The graduate school selected PhD Manager due to
its comprehensive functionality, configurable architecture
and intuitive user experience. Haplo worked closely with the
graduate school to understand their processes, and reflect
their terminology, workflows, and forms in PhD Manager.
You can set up access for external supervisors so they can
be fully involved in supporting your Doctoral Researchers.

Graduate school administrators no longer need to spend
time answering requests for basic information. Doctoral
researchers, supervisors and faculty coordinators now have
direct access to the information they need, whenever and
wherever they need it.
The reduced administrative burden has enabled doctoral
researchers and their supervisors to spend more time progressing
their research, has improved the student experience and provides
a more professional service to doctoral researchers.

“Our completion rates have risen significantly over the past year, and PhD Manager has
played a key part in enabling that success”

“PhD Manager is accessible, reliable, fresh and integral

to the University of Northampton’s postgraduate
research programmes. It’s easy to use, has resulted
in a massive reduction of paper and removed the need
for actual signatures. All we’ve received is positive
feedback, with barely any training required.”
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David Watson
Graduate School Manager
University of Northampton

www.phd-manager.com
hello@phd-manager.com

